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THE SMALL THEATRE
FROM THE END OF THE WORLD
Permanent "work in progress"

is designed as an installation for puppets, writing, scenography and contemporary art.

Poetic and theatrical performance, permanent work-in-progress, we invent an 
international exchange device over time, in several geographical stages. We bring 
together an international community from France to Cuba, from Central Europe 
to Lebanon... Artists, writers, researchers and engineers find themselves around an 
allegorical representation of the world.

This evocative title of far-off countries tells us about the world of today, right here, in 
the midst of our utopias. From here at the end of a dream amid our renunciations.

Everything happens in a large installation evocating a desert landscape projected into 
a future we already know. This Place is a political choice that prefigures a civilization 
on the edge of ours, the infra-world of today, supra-world of tomorrow. As a part of 
the evolution of our contemporary world, it is literally the theater of all the lusts and 
fantasies. This landscape evokes a guarded territory, overexploited, on the edge of our 
tranquility, in the out-of-the-field of the civilized, urbanism without identity.

The "beings" who wander in search of a better life, represented here by a multitude of 
puppets, we are strangely looking like

The public circulates freely around the artistic object to question it in a better way.

There, two worlds clashes:

While the spectator immerses himself in this great landscape and discovers a world of 
craftsmanship, he hardly squeezes the digital sphere (created by Nectar de Code) who 
oversees this territory: behind the scenes, far from the room where the installation is 
laid, a social network is watching us. He argues for pieces of land, and opts for this or 
that action that he entrusts to automated machines or orders puppeteers, elements of 
destruction and extraction at any price.
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THE PUPPETS
Some charac ters have a par t icular s tatus in the 
performance such as the "scribe"  who writes 
intermittently  and sound, and has, next to him, a 
computer, a camera, a long view; he is , among other 
things, the "firs t  spec tator"  of  this  performance.

The "dus t ies"  on a carriage, through the device 
pul led by a puppet assis tant. Some wil l  see how 
formerly the "miners"  went down to the mine; 
others, how old-world touris ts  vis i ted a big city; 
s t il l  others how were fighters brought to the firing 
squad . . .

There is  also on the set  the "carrier  of  shel ls"  that 
is  engaged in i ts  recovery traffic , The "carrier  of 

NEWSPAPER "LE MONDE"  WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2018
"Even in the most hostile places on Earth, life can grow. A German-majority international 
team, has just proved this by focusing on one of the world's driest regions, the Atacama's 
Desert in Chile. Less than 20 millimeters of rain a year and soils that are very salty 
because they are not leached do not prevent bacteria from developing according to 
results from samples taken in 2015 and 2016. Previous experiments had already found 
organic traces, but they could very well correspond to dead remains brought by the 
winds. This time the genomic and biochemical analyzes prove that there is indeed a 
microbial activity. Traces of ATP and enzymes have been found. This supports the idea 
that other salty, dry, UV-irradiated environments, such as on Mars, may have been 
home to life. "

bale"  shingles his  transparent charges . . . We also find by their  s ide the 
charac ters already met in Opus 1 the "woman who is  wait ing the bus" , the 
"old woman at the door" , " the man with the plas t ic  bags" . . .

To these emblematic figures is  added a crowd of anonymous puppets: without 
a face, almos t without a body, they have los t  their  eyes, their  capacity for 
movement, they are at  the mercy of  the one who manipulates them, such as 
those blind of  the Middle Ages, attached to each other, depending on the 
thread that connec ts  them and that we pul l , in  one direc t ion or the other. . .
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THE SOUND AS A MAT TER
In parallel  to the creation of  an original 
s tring - quar te t  by René Koering that 
will  be available in live per formance 
depending on the location.

The sound imposes it self  a s sound 
sculpture and objec t  in the same way a s 
the charac ters .

It  is  both ar tis tic  and func tional,  i t  does 
not describe an atmosphere,  does not 
illus trate a scene; at  the opposite,  i t  is 
def ined a s a proper entity.  Sound,  all 
sources of  which are visible,  is  a precious 

DIGITAL RESEARCH 
principles of  interactive game
The performances give rise to a dematerialized interaction experiment 
with the software solution developed by the company Nectar de Code.
The project questions the place of the powers by transgressive propositions 
disturbing the hierarchy commonly established between real and virtual.
The community of netizens-players has an enhanced point of view on the device and knows 
the position of the landscape resources. The teams compete to take possession of these 
wealth, giving orders to the puppeteers or driving robots to achieve their aims. The actions 
of the live performance determines the phases of the digital game (i.e the throwing of coal 
on the device by the puppeteers triggers a rise in coal prices in the game on the net ...).
This high-low confrontation is noticeable in a silent way by the spectator present, 
just as we feel the influence of large multinationals on our daily lives ... There is 
something going on beyond us but what? What are the implications in our immediacy?

commodity that some charac ters will  covet .  They keep it ,  hide it ,  s teal 
i t  or resell  i t .

The sound objec t  is  declined in a multiple way,  faithful  to the general 
poetry that we let 's  get  rid of  this  ar t is t ic  objec t .
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INFORMATIONS DE PRODUCTION

Date of réation: 14 novembre 2018

number of people on stage: 7
number of people on tour: 8
gauge: 90 personnes

freight: 600 kg, 16m3

set builDing (incluDe sounD anD light): 3 shift

minimup space requireD:  no seats, audience must have the ability to move all around 
the set, the show can be performed on open air in quiet place at sunset and later.

wiDe: 10 meters minimum

length: 17 meters  minimum

high: minimum 4,5 meters

Duration of the performance: 3 time 35 mn, possibility of 2 set per day

complete technical riDer on request

financial conDitions on request
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USEFUL LINKS TO DISCOVER COMPANY'S WORK

internet-game the small tehatre from the enD of the worlD:
https://www.lepetittheatreduboutdumonde.com

cie website

http://www.ezequiel-garcia-romeu.com

ViDeo creation resiDency chartreuse De VilleneuVe lez aVignon:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lANJiVi2RU4

ViDeo full length Vimeo link:
https://vimeo.com/308544686

extract composition koering:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=df-OyePtP1s&t=57s

teaser petit théâtre Du bout Du monDe opus 1:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7B6R6q_mPA
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